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Iterative Irregular Sphere Detection in
High-Rate Downlink SDMA Systems

Chun-Yi Wei, Li Wang, and Lajos Hanzo

Abstract—Downlink spatial division multiple-access (DL-SDMA)-
assisted multiuser transmission (MUT) employing linear dispersion codes
(LDCs) is proposed for space–time signaling, which attains a high di-
versity order and may support a high-rate data transmission. However,
a potentially high complexity may be imposed by the signal detection
when aiming to achieve optimum maximum-likelihood (ML) performance.
Hence, a novel irregular sphere detection (IrSD) design is proposed to
maintain an infinitesimally low bit error rate (BER) at the lowest possible
iterative decoding complexity. Quantitatively, in the specific scenario, when
six 4-quadratic-amplitude-modulated (QAM) data symbol streams were
transmitted by the DL-SDMA system, the full-search-based ML detector
had to evaluate all 46 = 4096 possible decision candidates. By contrast,
when searching through a fraction of this space, the proposed IrSD may
reduce the complexity by three orders of magnitude, quantified in terms of
the number of add–compare–select (ACS) arithmetic operations, namely,
from the order of 108 to about 105 at Eb/N0 = 5 dB, and still approach
the ML performance.

Index Terms—Down-link, irregular code design, iterative detections,
SDMA, sphere decoding, sphere detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we introduce a downlink multiuser system design for
employment in high-rate wireless multimedia communication systems.
By amalgamating linear dispersion codes (LDCs) [1] with the down-
link spatial division multiple-access (DL-SDMA) system advocated in
[2], a novel LDC-aided DL-SDMA scheme is proposed in this paper.
The family of LDCs, which may be considered as a class of space–time
block codes, exhibits high flexibility in terms of diversity versus
multiplexing gain; hence, LDCs have attracted substantial research
attention [3]–[5]. An LDC approaching the multiple-input–multiple-
output (MIMO) channel’s capacity was proposed in [1], which was
refined in [3] for the sake of satisfying different design criteria, such
as minimizing the bit error ratio (BER) or the block error ratio [4]. Our
LDC scheme was designed to maximize the sum rate of the DL-SDMA
system, which may be achieved by adopting the rank-deficient scheme
advocated in [2]. However, similar to the LDC-aided system designs
of [3]–[5], a low-complexity detector is required for the proposed
LDC-aided DL-SDMA system. As advocated in [2] and [6], sphere
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detection (SD) is capable of attaining a near-maximum-likelihood
(ML) performance at a low complexity, and hence, it is particularly
suitable for transmitting a high number of bits per symbols combined
with many antennas. In contrast to other recent research efforts [6]–[8]
attempting to reduce the complexity of each SD iteration, which might
still result in a relatively high overall iterative decoding complexity,
the main contribution of this paper is that we introduce the concept of
irregular SD (IrSD), which was designed to reduce the overall iterative
decoding complexity by taking into account both the per-iteration
complexity and the number of iterations required. The proposed IrSD
algorithm has the following attractive properties.

1) It is constructed by using our novel center-shifting (CS)-aided
K-best sphere detector (KSD) scheme referred to as KSD-CS,
which allows us to employ a reconfigurable number of SD
candidates. The proposed KSD-CS is attractive because we can
directly control its complexity by adjusting the number of SD
candidates and achieve a near-ML performance at a fraction
of the ML detector’s complexity. Furthermore, the iterative
decoding gain of our KSD-CS may substantially be improved, as
compared with that of the original KSD [7], as we will illustrate
in Section IV-B.

2) The design of the IrSD scheme may readily be accomplished
with the aid of extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [9].
The EXIT function of the IrSD-aided system and its convergence
behavior can also readily be predicted and analyzed. In other
words, the design of the IrSD arrangement can be simplified to
an EXIT curve-fitting or matching problem, adopting a philoso-
phy originally suggested for the design of near-capacity irregular
convolutional codes (IRCCs) [10].

3) In contrast to IRCCs, the design of the IrSD requires finding
the specific weighting coefficients for the various IrSD receiver
components, which result in the lowest total complexity. Fur-
thermore, this requires an “offline” optimization. Hence, its
complexity does not contribute to the complexity of the real-time
iterative decoding process.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, we portray
the LDC-aided DL-SDMA system model in Section II and detail our
LDC design criteria in Section III. The design of the proposed IrSD is
detailed in Section IV, whereas our performance results are provided
in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The structure of the iterative-decoding-aided DL-SDMA systems
using LDC-aided multiuser transmission (MUT) schemes is depicted
in Fig. 1. Assume that our system uses M transmit antennas at the base
station (BS) for supporting K mobile stations (MSs), while each MS
employs Nk receive antennas. We denote an (Nk × M)-element chan-
nel matrix by H (k), which is constituted by the sampled flat-fading
channel impulse responses of each antenna element (AE) experienced
by the kth user. The elements [H (k)]i,j , where we have 1 ≤ i ≤
Nk and 1 ≤ j ≤ M , are independent identically distributed complex-
valued Gaussian random variables with a distribution CN (0, 1).1

Motivated by the three-stage single-input–single-output turbo
equalizer of [2], we improve the efficiency of the extrinsic information
exchange of the conventional two-stage turbo receiver by intrinsically

1The notations employed are defined as follows: [A]i,j indicates the ith
row and jth column element of matrix A; bn|Nn=1 indicates the variables
b1, b2, . . . , bN ; [·]† denotes the vector transpose; and diag b represents a
diagonal matrix having the elements of the vector b.
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Fig. 1. LDC-aided MUT in the DL-SDMA system.

amalgamating the decoder of a convolutional code with that of a unity-
rate code (URC) having an infinite impulse response (IIR), both of
which are embedded in a channel-coded spatial division multiple-
access (SDMA) transceiver, hence creating a powerful three-stage
serially concatenated scheme. Explicitly, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the
source bits b

(k)
i |QNbps

i=1 transmitted to the kth user are encoded both
by the channel encoder and the URC encoder [2], [11] before being
modulated using an M-ary quadratic-amplitude modulator (QAM),
where we have M = 2Nbps , and Nbps denotes the number of bits

per modulated symbol. The Q QAM data symbols d
(k)
n |Qn=1, which

constitute the data vector d(k), are encoded into the so-called LDC
symbol S(k) by multiplying the data vector d(k) with the designed
linear dispersion matrix X (k) [3], where the LDC symbol S(k) is a
hypervector constituted by T column vectors, i.e., we have s

(k)
t |Tt=1.

Each column vector s(k)
t is constituted by the elements s

(k)
j,t |

Lk
j=1, where

Lk represents the number of independent signal streams contained
in the DL-SDMA symbol stream s

(k)
t . According to [2, eq. (6)],

we define Lk = M −
∑K

j=1,j �=k
Nj . Additionally, we define the so-

called spatiotemporal preprocessor (STP) matrix T
(k)
t ∈ C

M×Lk ,
which was designed to eliminate the multiuser interference (MUI)
[12], as detailed in [2]. Briefly, T

(k)
t may be constructed based on

the null-space of the matrix H̃
(k)

t , where the elements of H̃
(k)

t are
constituted by H

(i)
t |Ki=1,i�=k to prevent the user’s signals from being

transmitted to other users. Hence, the general received signal model of
the kth user is given by

r
(k)
t = H

(k)
t T

(k)
t s

(k)
t +

K∑
i=1, i�=k

H
(k)
t T

(i)
t s

(i)
t + n

(k)
t (1)

where the second term of (1) represents the MUI, which will entirely
be eliminated when T

(i)
t is designed based on the perfect knowledge

of H
(i)
t |Ki=1. Furthermore, n(k)

t represents the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vectors obeying the distribution CN (0, No) for each
constituent element, where we have No = 2σ2

n.
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Let H(k) represent the observed spatial–temporal channel im-
pulse response (ST-CIR) of the kth user, which is assumed
to be time variant over an interval of T slots, i.e., we
have H(k) = [H

(k)
1 , H

(k)
2 , . . . , H

(k)
t , . . . , H

(k)
T ]†. Furthermore, let

T(k) = [T
(k)
1 , T

(k)
2 , . . . , T

(k)
t , . . . , T

(k)
T ]†. Therefore, we may ex-

press the effective channel matrix H(k) experienced by the kth user
over the interval of T slots, i.e., over the duration of an LDC symbol,
as H(k) = diag(H(k))diag(T(k)). Hence, we denote Y(k) as the kth
user received signal successively observed over an interval of T slots,
which is given by

Y(k) = H(k)X (k)d(k) +

K∑
i=1, i�=k

H(k)X (i)d(i) + N(k) (2)

where N(k) is a T -element vector, which is constituted by the AWGN
vectors n

(k)
t |Tt=1.

Fig. 1 also illustrates the structure of each MS receiver. First, the
detector will detect the received signals of the T slots. The extrinsic
information exchange is carried out among the detector, the URC
decoder, and the employed channel decoder.

III. DESIGN OF THE LINEAR DISPERSION MATRIX

FOR HIGH-RATE SCENARIOS

As mentioned in Section I, we aim to design an LDC for a high-
throughput DL-SDMA multiuser system in this application. Therefore,
by extending the LDC design of [3], we adopt the specific LDC that
may maximize the sum rate of the DL-SDMA system. More specifi-
cally, we may design X (k) of (2), where k = 1, 2, . . . , K, to approach
the attainable capacity as closely as possible, as advocated in [3]. For
the full-rate scheme, i.e., LkT = Qk, X (k), which assists the system in
approaching its attainable capacity, may be constructed with the aid of
orthogonal vectors [3] or, alternatively, by invoking the design concept
of [5]. On the other hand, in the case of Qk > LkT , we have a rank-
deficient scenario, leading to a potentially high-throughput transmis-
sion scheme. Assuming that discrete-input–continuous-output QPSK
or M-ary QAM signaling is used, we may conduct a numerical search
to find that particular matrix X (k) that maximizes the equivalent ergo-
dic capacity for the kth MS, as expressed in the following equation [3]2:

C(k) = max
tr
(
X (k)(X (k))H

)
≤T

− 1

T

× E

{
log2

(
1

MQ(πNo)Nk

∑
ď(k)∈MQ

c

exp

×
(
− 1

No

∥∥Y(k) −H(k)X (k)ď(k)
∥∥2

))}

− 1

T
Nk log2(πeNo) (3)

where the equivalent ergodic capacity C(k) of the system described in
(2) is quantified by assuming a perfect ST-CIR at the transmitter. In
other words, (3) may be used to describe the maximum sum rate of the
DL-SDMA system, even if our knowledge of the ST-CIR is imperfect.
Additionally, Mc denotes the set of M complex-valued constellation

2The LDC schemes of [1] and [3] were optimized based on maximizing
the ergodic capacity, assuming that the continuous-input–continuous-output
memoryless channel was used. However, our LDC scheme was optimized based
on the ergodic capacity, assuming that discrete-input–continuous-output QPSK
or M-ary QAM signaling is used, as formulated in [8].

points of the employed modulation scheme, and MQ
c is the total set

of legitimate values hosted by the transmitted data symbol vector
d(k). E{·} here is taken with respect to different effective channel
realizations H(k) and to the QPSK or M-ary QAM signals d(k) and
N(k), respectively.

The higher the value of Q, the higher the downlink transmis-
sion rate, but naturally, this is achieved at a higher signal detection
complexity. Therefore, efficient complexity reduction techniques are
required, which was also the challenge of [1] and [3]–[5]. Against
this background, we proposed a novel IrSD scheme to reduce the
complexity imposed by the iterative joint detection and decoding
process, which will be detailed in the following section.

IV. IRREGULAR SPHERE DETECTION

In practice, the required ST-CIR knowledge may be attained by
using the estimation and prediction schemes of [13] and [14], which
have to be further assisted by the ST-CIR feedback schemes of [15].
Naturally, accurate ST-CIR estimation/prediction has the potential of
significantly reducing the residual MUI, which is represented by the
second term of (2). However, owing to space limitations, here, we have
to focus our attention on the proposed irregular SD by stipulating the
simplifying assumption of having a perfect ST-CIR. The achievable
complexity reduction remains valid in the presence of an imperfect
ST-CIR, but the attainable performance is expected to erode to a
degree. Additionally, for the sake of simplicity, we will remove the
user index k, where this does not cause any confusion. Furthermore,
by defining the effective channel matrix as He = HX , we may
write (2) as

Y = HXd + N = Hed + N. (4)

A. k-best Sphere Detector

The ML solution of (2), which was further streamlined in (4), may
equivalently be expressed as [6]

d̂ = arg min
d̆∈MQ

c

∥∥U(d̆− x̂c)
∥∥2

(5)

where U is a (Q × Q)-element upper triangular matrix, and UHU =
(HH

e He + 2σ2
nI). Again, MQ

c is the set of all possible candidates
of the Q-element transmitted data vector d. Furthermore, x̂c is the
transmitted data vector candidate that is considered to be the search
center of the SD, which is usually the MMSE solution. Consequently,
the objective function J associated with the candidate d̆ of the
transmitted data vector, which will be evaluated during the SD’s near-
ML search, is defined as [6]

J (d̆) =
∥∥U(d̆− x̂c)

∥∥2
= (d̆− x̂c)U

HU(d̆− x̂c)

=

Q∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣
Q∑

j=i

uij(d̆j − x̂c,j)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

Q∑
i=1

φi(d̆i) (6)

where we have d̆i = (d̆i, . . . , d̆Q). Furthermore, we define the partial
Euclidean distance (PED) as Ji(d̆i) = Ji+1(d̆i+1) + φi(d̆i), where
we have i = 1, . . . , Q.

In general, the SD’s near-ML search may be depicted as a tree search
process [6]. In the class of KSDs [7], at each layer of the search, i.e.,
when emerging from the layer i = 1 to the layer i = Q, the KSD only
retains a reduced and fixed number of candidates Ncand, which have
the smallest PEDs. For example, assuming that we have Ncand = 4, at
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

the bottom of the search tree, there will be only Ncand = 4 candidates
left, as compared with the 256(44) candidates of the full-search-based
ML detector.

By defining DK ⊂ MQ
c as the reduced hypothesis set containing

Ncand = K candidates only, the desired a posteriori log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) of the ith bit of the nth symbol element of the transmitted
data vector d formulated in (4) can be expressed as [16]

Ldet
apt(di,n) = min

ď∈D0
K,(i,n)

{
− log p(ď) +

‖Y −Heď‖2

2σ2
n

}

− min
ď∈D1

K,(i,n)

{
− log p(ď) +

‖Y −Heď‖2

2σ2
n

}
(7)

where the hypothesis set Db
K,(i,n) contains the candidates that have

their ith bit of the nth symbol element equal to the binary bit b =
{0, 1}. In addition, p(ď) is the a priori soft information of the given
hypothetical data vector being considered.

B. KSD Using CS

The system parameters are summarized in Table I. For the sake of
maintaining a moderate complexity imposed by the KSD, a relatively
small candidate list size Ncand has to be employed. However, when
the KSD is operating in a high-rate system, such as, for example,
the downlink of the SDMA system depicted in Fig. 1, the value
of Ncand has to be accordingly increased to maintain a desirable
performance. Otherwise, there might not be any iterative gain achieved
upon increasing the extrinsic information provided for the KSD, as
demonstrated by our EXIT analysis in Fig. 2, where we observe
that the KSD’s EXIT curve decayed upon increasing the a priori
information owing to the flawed information exchange between the
inner and outer decoders, which was caused by the employment of an
insufficiently large candidate list size Ncand.

Therefore, to still maintain a moderate complexity imposed by the
KSD, while achieving a desirable performance in high-rate systems,
we found that in the context of the iterative joint detection and
decoding schemes, this search center x̂c in (5) can be updated at each
iteration based on the a priori information input, which is expected to
become more reliable upon using more iterations. Hence, by referring
to this process as CS, we introduce the CS-aided KSD concept.
Additionally, by employing the a priori information-aided MMSE-
based center calculation [17], a new center x̂c will be generated at
each iteration according to the input a priori information updated by
using the extrinsic information output of the channel decoder. Based
on the updated center x̂c, the KSD updates the set DK constituted by
the Ncand number of SD candidates having the smallest PED.

Our EXIT analysis in Fig. 2 demonstrated that with the aid of CS,
the KSD scheme exhibits a substantial iterative gain for both Ncand =

Fig. 2. EXIT chart analysis of the iterative KSD using the a priori
information-aided MMSE CS scheme. A rate-0.5 RSC channel codec, having
the octal generator polynomials of G = [5, 7], was employed by the system.
The systems were operated at Eb/N0 = 5 dB. The system parameters of
Table I were used. Additionally, TRSC(Iin) represents the EXIT function of
the employed RSC decoder, whereas TKSD(Iin) represents the EXIT function
of KSD detectors.

64 and Ncand = 256 KSD candidates. Furthermore, since the em-
ployed URC has an IIR due to its recursive coding structure, the EXIT
chart curve is capable of reaching the highest point (1, 1), provided
that the interleaver length is sufficiently large. On the other hand,
since the URC decoder employs the maximum a posteriori probability
decoding scheme, the extrinsic probability computed at the output of
the URC decoder contains the same amount of information as the
sequence at the input of the URC decoder. In other words, the area
under the inner EXIT curve remains unchanged, regardless of the em-
ployment of the URC [18]. Hence, a higher endpoint of the EXIT curve
leads to a lower starting point, implying a steeper slope for the EXIT
curve.

C. IrSD

In this section, we introduce the framework of IrSD by appropriately
amalgamating a number of CS-aided KSDs, each using a different
value of Ncand, although this may simply be interpreted as using a
single KSD-CS and a variable value of Ncand. The CS-aided KSD
using different values of Ncand has a different decoding performance
and a different detection complexity. Hence, by invoking appropriately
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amalgamated KSD-CS associated with different values of Ncand, the
IrSD scheme is designed to reduce the overall complexity, which
takes into account both the complexity per iterative detection stage
and the number of iterations required, with each constituent KSD-CS
processing the required fraction of the received bits.

More specifically, the philosophy of the IrSD technique is that of
utilizing V KSDs employing different values of Ncand for detecting
predetermined segments of the transmitted signals, instead of using
a fixed value of Ncand, as justified later in this section. Based on the
appropriately optimized fractions of the received signal, each KSD-CS
generates its soft-bit estimates of the appropriate fractions of the trans-
mitted signals. More specifically, for a transmission block containing
L encoded bits and assuming that Nbps bits per symbol are transmitted
by the modulator, we have L/Nbps symbols per transmission block,
where each transmission block is mapped to a separate time slot. At the
receiver, we invoke the proposed IrSD scheme, which is constituted by
V component KSD-CS employing different values of Ncand. Let Cv

be the complexity of the vth component detector of the IrSD scheme.
Then, the weighting coefficient αv , v = 1, . . . , V of the KSD-CS has
to satisfy

1 =

V∑
v=1

αv, Cgd =

V∑
v=1

αvCv, and αv ∈ [0, 1] ∀v (8)

where Cgd is the average complexity of the IrSD scheme.3

For each iterative stage, the computational complexity of the vth
KSD-CS associated with the given Ncand = K can be quantified as

Cv = Q · Nbps ·Φ(K) (9)

whereas before, Q is the number of elements in the transmitted signal
vector d, and Φ(K) is the computational complexity of evaluating
each bit’s LLR in d formulated in (7) and associated with the reduced
hypothesis set DK .

Furthermore, each constituent detector generates αvL soft bits for
a transmission block containing L bits. In contrast to the irregular
scheme of [10], which integrated a number of different-rate recursive
systematic convolutional (RSC) decoders, the IrSD design philosophy
is to superimpose the EXIT curves of the individual component
detectors—i.e., “inner decoders” rather than outer decoders—after
appropriately weighting them by the optimum value of αv , which
facilitates the matching of the detector’s EXIT curve with that of the
outer channel decoder. To elaborate a little further, the EXIT function
Tgd(Iin), which characterizes the detector that is also synonymously
referred to as the “inner decoder” of the IrSD-aided system, is given by

Tgd(Iin) =

V∑
v=1

αvTv(Iin) (10)

where Tv(Iin) is the EXIT function of the vth component KSD-CS
invoked by the IrSD scheme.

In summary, using the weighting coefficient vector α formed by the
weighting coefficients αv for v = 1, 2, . . . , V satisfying (8) creates an
IrSD having a given average computational complexity of Cgd. Given
the weighting coefficient vector α, the EXIT function of Tgd(Iin)
characterizing the inner decoder’s EXIT curve can be generated based
on (10). Therefore, we can design the superimposed EXIT function
Tgd(Iin) of the IrSD-aided system by optimizing the weighting coef-
ficient vector α for the sake of minimizing the open EXIT tunnel area

3The subscript “gd” indicates generic detection, potentially using arbitrary
detectors. However, in this paper, we use the KSD-CS in conjunction with
different values of Ncand employed as the component detectors.

and, hence, facilitating near-capacity operation, while maintaining an
infinitesimally low BER.

D. Optimization of the IrSD

The weighting coefficient vector α ∈ R
V has to satisfy (8) and (10).

Let F be a set containing all the candidate solutions α. We may find
the weighting coefficient vector α ∈ F by conducting a search similar
to that suggested in [10]. By defining a (P × V )-element matrix A,
which is constituted by V number of EXIT functions Tj(Iin), j = 1,
. . . , V, and a vector b = T−1

cc (Iin), for Iin ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , iP}, we have

A =

⎡
⎢⎣

T1(i1) T2(i1) · · · TV (i1)
T1(i2) T2(i2) · · · TV (i2)

...
... · · ·

...
T1(iP ) T2(iP ) · · · TV (iP )

⎤
⎥⎦

b =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

T−1
cc,1(i1)

T−1
cc,1(i2)

...
T−1

cc,1(iP )

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (11)

Our objective function Ω(α) may be defined as

Ω(α) = ‖Aα − b‖2 (12)

which represents the area between the inner and outer channel de-
coders’ EXIT curve, where the former is constituted by the combined
IrSD and URC decoder. Naturally, all elements of e, where we have
e = (Aα − b), have to be larger than zero, since they physically
represent the area between the outer and inner decoders’ EXIT curve.
We define a subset A ⊂ F containing all weighting coefficient vectors
α meeting this constraint. Second, for a specific fixed computational
complexity Cgd, we opt for that particular α value, which is associated
with a higher area Ω(α) between the outer EXIT curve T−1

cc (Iin)
and the inner EXIT curve Tgd(Iin), which implies requiring a low
number of decoding iterations. Therefore, we assume that the optimal
weighting coefficient vector αopt can be obtained by finding the α
value satisfying

αopt = max
α∈A

Ω(α). (13)

E. IrSD Design and Analysis Using EXIT Charts

In this section, we will demonstrate how EXIT charts may be used
to assist us in the design of the IrSD and in the analysis of the systems’
iterative decoding performance. Let us first define the IrSD’s target
complexity ratio rgd with respect to the full candidate list searched by
the KSD, i.e., by the ML, which is expressed as

rgd = Cgd/Cml (14)

where again, Cgd is the per-iteration computational complexity of
the IrSD.

Furthermore, the total complexity Cgd,iter of the IrSD embedded
into the iterative decoding process, which is defined as the product of
the per-iteration complexity and the number of iterations required for
approaching an infinitesimally low BER, is given by

Cgd,iter = Cgd × Igd (15)

where Igd is the number of IrSD iterations required to achieve conver-
gence to the (IA, IE) = (1, 1) point in the EXIT chart.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the EXIT curves of the LDC-MUT-aided DL-
SDMA system employing the KSD-CS in conjunction with different
values of Ncand. Observe that the systems employing the KSD-CS
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Fig. 3. EXIT curves of the LDC-MUT-aided DL-SDMA system employing the IrSD associated with rgd = 0.01, 0.005, and 0.001 and the corresponding
weighting vectors α = [0.37, 0.03, 0.6, 0, 0], [0.62, 0.18, 0.2, 0, 0], and [0.93, 0.07, 0, 0, 0], respectively. The systems were operated at Eb/N0 = 5 dB. The
system employing the KSD-CS detector associated with different values of Ncand is provided as a benchmark. The channel model was a flat-fading MIMO
channel, and the system parameters of Table I were used. Additionally, Tgd(Iin) represents the EXIT function of the IrSD, whereas TRSC(Iin) represents the
EXIT function of the employed RSC decoder.

in conjunction with different values of Ncand have different inner
EXIT curves. According to (9), the higher the value of Ncand, the
higher the complexity at each detection stage. On the other hand, the
wider EXIT tunnel of the system using higher values of Ncand implies
necessitating fewer iterative steps for the iterative process to converge.
Hence, striking an attractive compromise between the value of Ncand

and the number of iterations has the potential of reducing the overall
complexity. As an example, in Fig. 3, we characterize the IrSD asso-
ciated with rgd = 0.01, 0.005, and 0.001 using the weighting vectors
α = [0.37, 0.03, 0.6, 0, 0], [0.62, 0.18, 0.2, 0, 0], and [0.93, 0.07, 0,
0, 0], respectively, where the elements of α, from the first element
to the last element, represent the KSD-CS using Ncand = 1, 32, 64,
256, and 4096, in this order. For example, for the IrSD associated with
rgd = 0.005 and α = [0.62, 0.18, 0.2, 0, 0], the constituent KSD-CS
using Ncand = 1 has a 62% duty cycle, the KSD-CS using Ncand =
32 has an 18% duty cycle, whereas the KSD-CS using Ncand = 64 has
a 20% duty cycle. Observe in Fig. 3 that when the IrSD is associated
with smaller rgd values, the EXIT curves of the IrSD are moved closer
to the EXIT curve of the employed RSC channel decoder.

In Fig. 4, we recorded the computational complexity Cgd,iter of the
IrSD associated with different values of rgd. Additionally, the compu-
tational complexity of Cgd,iter may further be quantified in terms of the
number of add–compare–select (ACS) operations, when considering
the joint complexity of the IrSD detector, the URC decoder, and the
employed RSC [5], [7] channel codec. Observe in Fig. 4 that the
complexity Cgd,iter of the IrSD is reduced when we use a smaller
rgd value. Therefore, we may search for the IrSD associated with
rgd having the lowest complexity, until the IrSD associated with rgd

exhibits no open EXIT tunnel, as shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, the
total computational complexities associated with the KSD-CS using a
fixed number of Ncand = 1, 32, 64, 256, and 4096 were provided in
Fig. 4 as further benchmarks.

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In Fig. 5(a), we recorded the imposed computational complexity,
which is quantified by using the number of ACS operations in the
iterative DL-SDMA system designed to reach a target BER of 10−5.

Fig. 4. Total complexity of the iterative IrSD decoding process. The systems
were operated at Eb/N0 = 5 dB. The system parameters of Table I were used.

Observe in Fig. 5(a) that the IrSD-aided iterative DL-SDMA sys-
tems have a lower computational complexity than the other KSD-CS
detection-aided systems employing a fixed value of Ncand, where
the IrSD employs Ncand = 1, 64, 128, 256, and 4096. For example,
at Eb/N0 = 5 dB, the IrSD-aided DL-SDMA system has the lowest
iterative decoding complexity, when we have rgd = 0.001, and the
corresponding weighting coefficient vector is α = [0.93, 0.07, 0, 0, 0].
Moreover, when the system is operated at Eb/N0 = 3 dB, the
KSD-CS(4096) detector may still maintain an open EXIT tunnel be-
tween its EXIT curve and the outer channel coder’s EXIT curve. How-
ever, the EXIT curves of the other inner benchmark detectors, such
as the KSD-CS(1), KSD-CS(32), KSD-CS(64), and KSD-CS(256)
schemes, may intersect the EXIT curve of the outer channel encoder
at Eb/N0 = 3 dB. This resulted in the “infinite computational com-
plexity” of the iterative decoding process imposed by the benchmarker
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the (a) computational complexity per detected bit and (b) BER of the iterative-decoding-aided DL-SDMA system employing different
detectors. The channel model was a flat-fading MIMO channel, and the parameters of Table I were used. The weighting coefficient vector α of the IrSD employed
at the Eb/N0 values of 3, 4, 5, and 6 dB were [0, 0, 0, 0.34, 0.66], [0.37, 0.03, 0.6, 0, 0], [0.93, 0.07, 0, 0, 0], and [0.995, 0.005, 0, 0, 0], respectively.

detectors, because they would require an infinite number of iterations
to achieve a target BER of 10−5. In Fig. 5(a), the crossover between
the curve portraying the computational complexity imposed by the
KSD-CS(4096) detector and those of the other benchmark detectors
indicated this phenomenon.

Fig. 5(b) shows that the IrSD detector has only a modest Eb/N0

degradation of about 1 dB compared with the KSD-CS benchmark
associated with Ncand = 4096. The KSD-CS detector using Ncand =
4096 conducted a full search over the set of MQ = 46 candidates,
i.e., by taking into account all the possible candidates. By contrast,
the KSD-CS detector using Ncand = 1 represents the MMSE detector.
Therefore, the proposed IrSD provides a flexible detection framework.
By switching the value of Ncand of KSD-CS detector according to
the appropriately designed weighting coefficient vector α, the system
may be expected to operate at the lowest possible iterative decoding
complexity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the LDC-aided DL-SDMA sys-
tem, which had a high-diversity order and supported a high-rate data
transmission. Moreover, we have proposed the IrSD algorithm, which
is designed to reduce the complexity of iterative decoding in the LDC-
aided DL-SDMA system. By appropriately designing the weighting
coefficient vector α, the IrSD-aided system may potentially pro-
vide the lowest possible iterative decoding complexity. Quantitatively,
Fig. 5 suggests that the IrSD-aided iterative DL-SDMA system as-
sociated with α = [0.93, 0.07, 0, 0, 0] may reduce the complexity by
three orders of magnitude at Eb/N0 = 5 dB, when compared with the
KSD-CS benchmark detector associated with Ncand = 4096.
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